Hydrodynamic crossover in dynamic microparticle adhesion on surfaces of controlled nanoscale heterogeneity.
This note documents the crossover from a regime where shear flow hinders microparticle adhesion on collecting surfaces to that where increased flow aids particle capture. Flow generally works against adhesion and successfully hinders particle capture when the net physicochemical attractions between the particles and collector are weak compared with hydrodynamic forces on the particle. Conversely, with strong attractions between particles and collector, flow aids particle capture by increasing the mass transport of particles to the interfacial region. Here, local hydrodynamics still generally oppose adhesion but are insufficient to pull particles off of the surface. Thus, flow actually increases the particle capture rate through the increased transport to the surface. These behaviors are demonstrated using 1 mum silica spheres flowing over electrostatically heterogeneous (length scales near 10 nm) collecting surfaces at shear rates from 22 to 795 s(-1). The net surface charge on the collector is varied systematically from strongly negative (pure silica) to strongly positive (a saturated polycationic overlayer), demonstrating the interplay between physicochemical and hydrodynamic contributions. These results clearly apply to situations where heterogeneous particle-surface interactions are electrostatic in nature; however, qualitatively similar behavior was previously reported for the effect receptor density on bacterial adhesion.